
Jonathan Bescher 
 
September 29, 2019 
 
NAFA BOD Nomination Committee 
 
 
To whom it may concern: 
 
I would like to take this opportunity to nominate Jon Bescher for a position on the NAFA Board of 
Directors. Jon has played flyball since 2001, and loved it so much that he became a flyball judge in 2009,  
and then a supervising  judge in 2017. Jon was a CanAm judge in 2012 and 2015; he has been in charge 
of working with the judges for CanAm since 2017; and he is a member of the Judges Committee. He has 
been recognized by the flyball community twice for his commitment to the sport, as Judge of the Year, 
and as winner of the Josh B. Ellis award. 
 
Jon is a computer programmer/project manager and makes decisions to help the business ,and move 
projects to their completion. His knowledge of technology will prove useful in discussions regarding the 
development of a new EJS. 
 
Jon is also a swim team coach. He sits in on all board meetings and helps with decision making for the 
team. He interacts with adults and children, listens to their concerns, does not play favorites, and can 
bring a unique perspective to our sport from another sport. 
 
Jon has judged in many NAFA regions, and continues to be invited back to judge at tournaments. This 
will allow him to talk to competitors from all over NAFA, and get their input on issues that are important 
to them. 
 
Jon's knowledge and experience would be most helpful in the following areas: 
 

– Rules. Clarifying rules and more specifically: helping the judges to consistently apply the rules, and 
ensuring that the competitors understand the rules. 

– Technology. We must continue to work on a new EJS and get it tested and approved. 
– Community. He will continue to foster and work on improving our flyball family by interacting 

with competitors at every event that he attends. 
– CanAm. Jon has been involved with the setup for CanAm for many years and can work on ideas to 

streamline the setup process. 
 
Please join me by casting your vote for Jon Bescher in the upcoming election. 
 
Respectfully submitted by: 
 
Amanda Brown, Region 9 RD 

 


